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Autoprojection, or self-applicable partial evaluation, has been implemented for first order func- 
tional languages for some years now. This paper descT:bes an approach to treat a higher order 
subset of the Scheme language. The system has been implemented as an extension to the existing 
autoprojector Similix [6,7] that treats a first order Scheme subset. To our knowledge, our system 
is the first fully automatic and implemented autoprojector for a higher order language. 
We describe a new automatic binding time analysis for higher order programs. The analysis 
requires no type information. It is based on a closure analysis [34], which for any application 
point finds the set of lambda abstractions that can possibly be applied at tnat point. The binding 
time analysis has the interesting property that no structured binding time values are needed. 
Since our language is higher order, interpreters written in a higher order style can be partially 
evaluated. To exemplify this, we present arid partially evaluate four versions of an interpreter for 
a lambda calculus language: one written in direct style, one written in continuation passing style, 
one implementing call-by-name reduction, and one implementing call-by-need reduction. The 
three latter interpreters are heavily based on higher order functions. To our knowledge, this is 
the first time autoprojection has been used to generate compilers from so sophisticated interpreters. 
This paper is a modified and slightly extended version of [2]. 
1. Introduction 
Partial evaluation is a program transformation that specializes programs: given a 
source program and a part of its input (the static input), a partial evaluator generates 
a residual program. When applied to the remaining input (the dynamic input), the 
residual program yields the same result as the source program would when applied 
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to all of the input. Autoprojecth is a synonym for se!fiappficable partial evaulation, 
thaiis, specialization of the partial evaluator itself. It was established in the seventies 
&at autoprojection can be used for automatic semantics directed compiler gener- 
ation: specializing a partial evaluator with static input being (the text of) an interpreter 
for some programming language S yields a compiler for S [16, 15,371. Specializing 
the partial evaluator with static input being (the text of) the partial evaluator itself 
even yields a compiler generator (automatic compiler generator generation!). 
The first successfully implemented autoprojector was Mix 1221. The language 
treated by Mix was a subset of statically scoped first order pure Lisp, and Mix was 
able to generate compilers from interpreters written in this language. The experiment 
showed that autoprojestion was possible in practice; an automatic version of Mix 
was developed later [23]. Since then, autoprojectors for several languages have been 
implemented: for a subset of Turchin’s Refal language [32], for an imperative 
flowchart language [19], for pattern matching based programs in the form of 
restricted term rewriting systems [5], and for first order functional languages with 
global variables [7]. 
Similix-2 has been developed and implemented by extending Similix [?I, arr 
existing autoprojector for a first order Scheme subset; Similix is referred to as 
Similix-1 in this paper. Similix-2 has inherited a number of features from Similix-I: 
primitive operators are user specified (as introduced in [ 12]), side-efiecting 
operations on global variables (such as i/o operations) are treated in a semantically 
correct way, and residual programs never duplicate nor discard computations (cf. 
call duplication [33]). This paper does not cover these aspects; we refer to [7]. 
Handling global variables and duplication/discarding in the higher order case is 
described in [4]. 
1.1. Partial evaluation 
Partial evaluation works by propagating the static input and reducing static 
operations. As an example, a conditional ( if El EZ E3) can be reduced at program 
specialization time if the expressio n El is static, that is, if the value of El depends 
only on the static input, not on the dynamic input. In that case the result of partially 
evaluating the conditional is the result of partially evaluating the branch chosen by 
evaluating the test El. If El is dynamic, the conditional is left residual: a residual 
expression (if R-E1 R-E, R-E,) is produced. Here R-E, is the residual expression 
that is the result of partially evaluating Ei. 
We consider a specific form of partial evaluation called pofyvariant specialization 
[9]. In the context of a recursive equation language, a function call is either uqfolded 
or a residual call to a specialized function is generated [22, 231. Where the source 
program is a set of (recursive) functions f, g, . . . , the residual program is a set of 
(recursive) specialized functions f - 1, f -2, C . . , g- 1. g-2, . . . . Each residual function 
is an instance of a source function, specialized with respect to values of its static 
parameters. 
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1.2. Binding time analysis 
Experience shows that an important component of an autoprojector is the prep-o- 
cessor. Preprocessing is performed before program specialization. Its purpose tb to 
add antiotntions (attributes) to the source program 1221. The annotations guide the 
program specializer (which actually produces the residual program) in various ways: 
they tell M ilether variables are static or dynamic, that is, whether they will be bound 
to static values or residual expressions, whether operations can be reduced during 
program specialization, and whether calls and let-expressions hould be unfolded. 
Annotations provide a way to relieve the specializer from taking decisions depending 
on the static input to the program being specialized, and this gives major im?rove- 
ments, especially when the specializer is self-applied [S] (the essential reason: the 
static input to the program with respect to v..:~ch the specializer is being specialized 
is not available). 
The central preprocessing phase is binding time analysis [23]. Binding time analysis 
is usually done by abstrmt interpretuation (and is therefore approx-imative): the 
program is abstractly interpreted over a binding time lattice, in the simplest case 
the two-point lattice S c D. The binding time value S is to be interpreted as “definitely 
static”, i.e., it abstracts values that are avaiiabie (knawn) at program specialization 
time. D means “possibly non-static” and abstracts values that are possibly not 
available (possibly unknown) at program specialization time. ‘Variables and 
operations are then classified according to their binding times. Static operations are 
reduced during program specialization whereas residual code is generated for the 
dynamic ones. Static operations correspond to the overlined ones of [29], dyr.smic 
operations to the underlined ones. 
1.3. Binding time clnalysing higher order programs 
The difficuit point in binding time analysing higher order programs is to associate 
lambda abstractions with applications. If, for example, a program contains the 
application (X y ) , and if x during (partia!) evaluation may be bound to (the value 
of) some abstraction, say ( lambda ( z) ( + z 3) ), occurring elsewhere in the program, 
then the binding time value of y influences that of z. If, for instance, y is classified 
D, then z cannot be S. On the other hand, ifx can never possibly be bound to (the 
value of) (lambda (z) (+ z 3) ), then y has no influence on z. The-not very 
useful-conservative extreme would be to assume that any abstraction might be 
applied at arIy application point. 
For first order languages, the control flow is easy to follow from the program 
syntax, But for higher order programs, the control is difficult to trace: how does 
one deduce from the program text (x y ) that y influences Z? 
Nielson and Nielson have described an automatic binding time analysis for a 
higher order functional ‘.quage [293 (they have not used their binding time analysis 
for partial evaluation). Their analysis treats the typed lambda calculus, using a 
two-level type sys,tem. The analysis is based on type inferewe and depends on the 
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type information in the program being analysed: from the expression (X y ), it would 
identify that x had type D + l l l (since y has type D), and eventually this type would 
be unified (using least upper bounds) with the type of (lambda (z) (+ z 3) 1. Its 
type if Z+* l l , where 2 is the type of z. Unifying the types implies 2 2 D. 
Mogensen has described an abstract interpretation based analysis for a poly- 
morphically typed higher order functional language where programs are written in 
curried named combinator form [26]. l&gensen describes binding time values for 
function types as a kind of abstract closures: an abstract closure consists of the 
name of the combinator and the binding time values of the free variables. A rather 
complex recursion detection machinery based on the type information is used to 
avoid generating infinite abstract closures. Mogensen has not implemented a partial 
evaluator that uses the result of the binding time analysis. 
Both Nielson and Nielson’s and Mogensen’s binding time analyses are for typed 
languages and depend on the type knowledge. Our language is a subset of Scheme 
and thus untyped: a different binding time analysis is needed. In this paper we 
present an abstract interpretation based binding time analysis that uses information 
computed by a variant of Sestoft’s closure analysis [34, 351: a closure analysis is 
first performed on program p, then the binding time analysis is performed: 
bt-annotations = bt-analyse( p, cl-analyse( p)). 
For each application point in the program, the closure analysis collects the set of 
lambda abstractions that for any evaluation of the program possibly may be applied 
at that point-for instance that x above may be bound to (the value of) (lambda 
(z) (+ z 3) ). analysis addresses any possible a particular one, 
it must necessarily be 
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the representation of higher order values. The binding time analysis is presented in 
Section 7. 
In Section 8, we exemplify partial evaluation of higher order programs: the 
A -interpreter is specialized, and we also specialize three other A-interpreters: one 
written in continuation passing style, one implementing call-by-name reduction, 
and one implementing call-by-need reduction. Benchmarks for Similix-2 are given 
in Section 9. Section 10 discusses how currying procedures may influence partial 
evaluation. Section 11 discusses related work and in Section 12 we conclude. 
1.5. Prerequisites 
Some knowledge about partial evaluation is required, e.g. as presented in [22] or [23]. 
2. Programming language 
Similix-2 processes recursive equations expressed in a subset of Scheme [31]. The 
language is an extension of the language treated by Similix-1 [7]; the added 
expression forms are lambda abstractions and applications. Since programs follow 
the syntax of Scheme, they are directly executable in a Scheme environment. 
A source program is expressed by a set of user defined procedures and a set of 
user defined operators. Following Scheme terminology, we use the term “procedure” 
rather than “function”. Procedures are treated intensionally, whereas operators are 
treated extensionally. The partial evaluator knows the internal code of procedures. 
In contrast, an operator is a primitive operation: the partial evaluator never worries 
about how the internal operations are performed by a primitive operator. It can 
only do two things with a primitive operation: either evaluate the operation or 
suspend it, generating a residual call. 
The BNF of the abstract syntax of programs is given in Fig. 1. Every expression 
is identified by a unique label. The labels are not part of the concrete syntax of a 
program, but they are important in the abstract one. Except for the labels, this 
abstract syntax is identical to the concrete one. 
Pr E Program, PD E Definition, F E FileName, 
L-E E LabeledExpression, L E Label, E E Expression, 
C E Constant, V E Variable, 0 E OperatorName, P E ProcedureName 
Pr ::= (loadt F)' (load F)‘ PD+ 
PD ::= (define (P V*) L-E) 
L-E ::= LE 
E **= C 1 V ) (if L-E1 L-EL L-Es) 1 (let ((V L-El)) L-E21 1 . 
I 
(0 L-E') 1 (P L-E') ) (lambda (V*) L-E,) I (L-E0 L-E') 
Fig. 1. Abstract syntax of Similix-2 Scheme subset. 
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The user defined primitive operators are defined in external modules in files 
loaded by the loadt expressions. Procedure definitions and loadt expressions from 
other files can be reused using load. 
An expression is a constant C (boolean, number, string, or quoted construction), 
a variable Vt a conditional (if L-E1 L-E* L-ES), a let-expression (let ( (V L-El) ) 
L-&) (unary for simplicity; L-E1 is called the actualparameter expression and L-b 
the body expression), a primitive operation (0 L-E* ) (applying a user defined 
operator), a procedure call (P L-E*) (applying a procedure defined with (define 
(P V”) L-E)), a lambda abstraction (lambda (V”) L-E%), or an application (L-E0 
L-E*) (applying an e,\pression that evaluates to the value of a lambda abstraction). 
The order of evaluation is applicative (strict, call-by-value, inside-out), and argu- 
ments are evaluated in an unspecified order. To keep the language simple, there is 
no letrec (nor any ret); recursion is expressed using named procedures. 
We note that a let-expression is treated as a construct on its own. Contrasting to 
what is usual in Scheme, a let-expression (let ( (V L-El) ) L-E,) is thus not 
syntactically expanded into ( (lambda (V) L-E2) L-E%). The expanded form is 
unnecessarily complex for our purpose: it contains two syntactic forms, a lambda 
abstraction and an application, both higher order constructs. On the other hand, a 
let-expression is a single first order construct, thus simpler to partially evaluate. 
Procedure calls are treated differently than higher order applications; the two 
forms are therefore distinguished syntactically. Both procedure calls and higher 
order applications are, in turn, distinguished from primitive operations. The distinc- 
tions are made during parsing. Notice that the application forms (0 L-E”), (P 
L-E”), and (L-E. L-E*) are not curried; L-E* is a tuple. Each primitive operator, 
each procedure, and each lambda expression has its own fixed arity. Currying is 
expressible by using nested lambda definitions. 
Program input is assumed to be first order (ground values, i.e., constants). The 
reason is that higher order values are treated intensionally during program specializ- 
ation; the internal representation of functional values depends on the text of the 
program being partially evaluated (see Section 6). 
2.1. Syntactic e.xtensions 
A number of buiit-in syntactic extensions are treated by Similix. We mention one 
standard Scheme extension which is used in the examples later: cond. It is expanded 
into a sequence of if expressions. The system also treats user defined syntactic 
extensions fol4owing the syntax of [25] (only a subset of Kohlbecker’s language is 
treated). 
3. Unfolding strategy 
In this section we discuss Similix-2’s unfolding (reduction) strategy. 
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3. I. Background 
During program calls are to increase of residual 
programs. However, when unfolding recursive definitions, infinite unfolding may 
result. Some calls must therefore be suspended (not unfolded, kept residual). A 
strategy is therefore needed to decide when to unfold and when to suspend. There 
exist successful strategies for first order languages [33, 71. Based on binding time 
information, some calls are (pre-)annotated as unfoldable. During program specializ- 
ation, only these calls are unfolded (additional post-unfolding also takes place). 
Similix-2 is an extension of Simiiix-1. Let us therefore recapitulate the unfolding 
startegy of Similix- I [7] that treats a first order language. Compared to standard 
evaluation, partial evaluation uses a different reduction strategy when-and, in the 
case of a first order language, only when-processing dynamic conditionals, i.e., 
conditionals with a dynamic test (according to the binding time analysis). Standard 
evaluation evaluates only one of the branches, but partial evaluation specializes 
both. Partial evaluation is therefore strict in both branches and thus less terminating: 
there is a danger of infinite unfolding even if standard evaluation always terminates. 
Dynamic conditionals are therefore chosen as (the only) specialization points; 
all calls to user defined procedures are unfolded. This is implemented by lifting out 
each dynamic conditional by defining new procedures. Such a procedure’s par- 
ameters are the free variables of the conditional and its body is the conditional 
expression itself. This process of “if lifting” is comparable to lambda lifting [20] 
and is perfomed in preprocessing prior to program specialization. Calls to these 
new procedures are not unfolded, so the procedures are specialized during program 
specialization. Therefore, if the same dynamic conditional is encountered twice 
(during program specialization) with the same values of its free static variables, 
only one residual version is produced. This residual definition is then shared, possibly 
recursively (it may call itself). 
The strategy guarantees that infinite unfolding is only possible if the program 
specializer enters a completely statically controlled infinite loop. But standard 
evaluation would not terminate in that case either (if the loop were entered), and 
then we accept that the program specializer does not terminate. 
3.2. Beta reducing lambda expressions 
The two higher order expression forms (lambda (V”) L-E,.) and ( L-E0 L-E*), 
not handled by Similix-1, need additional consideration. Partial evaluation should 
beta reduce applications (E . . . ) when E evaluates to (the value of) a lambda 
expression at program specialization time. It is not always possible to beta reduce: 
E may be dynamic in which case it evaluates to a residual expression. We choose 
the liberal reduction strategy “beta reduce whenever possible”. 
This may potentially give infinite reduction even when processing a pure lambda 
expression that does not contain procedure calls (the Y-combinator can be pro- 
grammed as a lambd;: expression). Infinite reduction can, however, only happen if 
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the loop is completely statically controlled. A dynamic conditional will in pure 
lambda calculus form correspond to a dynamic application (E . . . ), i.e., E will 
evaluate to a residual expression. Therefore (E . . . ) cannot be beta reduced, so 
beta reduction stops. This behavior corresponds nicely to the one described in the 
previous section: dynamic conditionals are used to break procedure call unfolding. 
Infinite unfolding may only happen when processing a completely statically control- 
led loop. 
A lambda expression (lambda (VI. . .V, ) E) cannot be beta reduced away when 
its value occurs as part of a residual code piece; this is explained later (Section 
7.2). In that case, residual code ( lambda (Vi. . .V,) R-E) is generated (R-E is the 
result of partially evaluating E). Hence, when processing a dynamic lambda 
expression- a lambda expression which is not beta reducible at program specializ- 
ation time, partial evaluation is strict in the body expression E. Standard evaluation, 
however, i!: not strict in E. 
Dynamic lambda expressions and dynamic conditionals therefore have in common 
that partial evaluation is more strict (less terminating) than standard evaluation. 
This suggests that we create specialization points for dynamic lambda expressions, 
just as we did for dynamic conditionals. So similarly to the “if lifting” described 
above, dynamic lambda expressions are lambda lifted to create specialization points. 
This prevents infinite unfolding when for instance the fixed point operator is defined 
as in Fig. 4 and applied to a dynamic argument. 
4. An example interpreter for the language A 
To illustrate how Similix-2 works, we now present a language A and an interpreter 
for A written in Scheme. A is a statically scoped lambda calculus language with 
unary abstractions and applications, constants, binary primitive operations, a condi- 
tional, and a recursive “let”. A program is an expression following the (abstract) 
syntax given in Fig. 2. A program takes one input value; all free variables of the 
expression constituting the program are bound to this input value. For an example, 
this program computes the factorial function: 
(letrecf (lambdax (if (=x0) 1 (*x (f (-xl))))) (f input)) 
The free variable input (its name is arbitrary) refers to the input value. 
I 
E E Expr, C E Const, V E Var, B E Binop 
E ::= C [ V 1 (B El EL) 1 (if El E2 Es) 1 
(lambda V El 1 (letrec V El E2) I (El E2) 
Fig. 2. Abstract syntax of .I. 
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4.1. Denotational semantics 
The denotational semantics of the language is specified in Fig. 3. No type checking 
is performed; this would require injection tags on values and has been omitted for 
simplicity. Notice that the initial environment AV.w binds all (free) variables to the 
input value. 
Valuation fuuctions: 
run : Expr + \;llue 3 ITah 
run[Elw = E[El ,\V.w 
E : Expr --$ En\*irolwlcnt --i ‘I’alue 
E[c& = C’[c] 
EUW = 4 UW 
E[(B ~~ E~]I. = uuBniEuE1n1.>(EI[E2nr) 
E[(if El E2 EggI = E[E& -+ E[[EzDr 0 E[E& 
E[(lambda V E>nI = h.E[En[[Vn H I+ 
E[(letrw v El Er)nr = ~[E2~(fix-(hI.[[V~ w EIE1ljrl]r)) 
E[(E, Ez$ = (L;IIE&)( EIE21r) 
C: Const --) \‘illue unsptcificd 
B : Binop + \‘afue --t \,klue + \‘ahe unspecified 
Semantic clolnains: 
Fig. 3. Denotatinal semantics of .t. 
4.2. A-interpreter text 
Because Scheme uses strict evaluation, it is straightforward to convert the denota- 
tional semantics into a Scheme program-an interpreter-if all functions are con- 
sidered strict in all arguments. This of course defines a strict semantics of the 
interpreted language. In Section 8.3, we show an interpreter that defines a non-strict 
semantics. 
To translate the semantics into Scheme, we first uncurry the functions run, E, and 
B; this is simple since the functions already are used in an uncurried way. Uncurrying 
is beneficial from a readability point of view ( ( f x y ) vs. ( ( f x) y ) ), and it also 
sometimes gives better specialization (more about this in Section 10). 
We now give the interpreter text (Fig. 4). C is just the identity function and has 
been omitted. The comments (O-5 and g-m) are used for reference later (Section 5.4). 
Syntax accessors (cst -C, var-V, etc.), syntax predicates (iscst?, isVgr?, etc.), 
and ext have been defined as primitive operations in the file “lam- int . adt? The 
primitive ext corresponds to the B function in the semantics and applies binary 
operators to their values. The standard Scheme primitives equal? and error are 
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__~ 
(loadt "scheme.adt") 
(loadt "lam-int.adt") 
(load "lam-aux.sim") 
(defina (run E w) (_E E (lambda (V) w>>> 
(define (_E E r) 
(cond 
((isCst? E) 
(cst-C E)) 
((isvar? E) 
(r (var-V E))) 
((isBinop? E) 
(ext (binop-B E) (_E (binop-El E) r) (_E (binop-E2 E) r))) 
((isIf? E) 
(if (_E (if-El E) r) 
(_E (if-E2 E) r) 
(_E (if-E3 E) r))) 
((isLambda? E) 
(lambda (w) 
(_E (lambda-E E) (upd (lambda-V E) w r)))) 
((isLetrec? E) 
(_E (letrec-E2 E) 
(fix (lambda (rl) 
(upd (letrec-V E) (_E (letrec-El E) rl) r))))) 
((isApply? E) 
((_E (apply-El E) r) (J (apply-E2 E) r))) 
(else 
(error ’ _E "unknown form: -s" E)))) 
; 0 
; 2 
; l,h 
; 4 
; 3,i 
; j 
(define (fix f) (lambda (x) ((f (fix f)) x))) ; 5,k,m 
Fig. 4. Direct style .I-interpreter written in Scheme. 
defined in “scheme. acItY The file l%m-aux. sim” (Fig. 5) defines environment 
updating as a syntactic extension. 
4.3. Analysing the interpreter 
Partially evaluating the interpreter with. static program input (run’s E parameter) 
and dynamic data input (run’s w par .leter) in effect compiles A-programs into 
Scheme (since Similix generates residual code in Scheme). 
(extend-syntax (upd) 
((upd V w r) 
(lambda (Vi) 
(if (equal? V Vl) 
W 
(r Vl))))) 
Fig. 5. Environment updating. 
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What can be expected from binding time analysing the interpreter? A is statically 
scoped, so environment operations should be classified reducible: they can be 
performed at program specialization time (compile time). For instance, the analysis 
should detect that r is statically available in the expression ( r (var-V E) ), and 
hence the application of the environment should be classified (beta) reducible. 
On the other hand, the expression A= 
(i-E (apply-El E) r) (_E (apply-E2E) r)) 
clearly is a run time application, so we would expect it to be classified residual. 
That is, if the interpreted program contains an expression E satisfying ( isApply? 
E), then we expect (a residual/compiled version of) A to occur in the specialized 
interpreter, i.e., in the target program. 
In the following sections we describe our binding time analysis in detail. We first 
address the closure analysis. 
5. Closure analysis 
In this section, we give a formal presentation of the closure analysis. The purpose 
of the analysis is for every variable and every expression to collect the set of possible 
(values of) lambda abstractions that the variable may be bound to/the expression 
may evaluate to. 
The analysis originates from one developed by Sestoft (for the purpose of globaliz- 
ing variables in higher order programs) for untyped higher order programs in curried 
named Gombinator form [34, 351. Our analysis is basically an extended version of 
Sestoft’s, adapted to our concrete language. The extension is that we handle multi- 
applications, that is, our lambda abstractions are n-ary, not just unary (Sestoft 
mentions this as a possible cxtcnsion). 
We describe the analysis in a different and more algorithmic way than Sestoft’s. 
Our closure analysis works iteratively by continuously updating global mappings 
of variables and expressions to closure information. Using this method, the program 
text need only be traversed once for each fixed point iteration. This gives a relatively 
simple description (only one function traversing syntax), and it also naturally leads 
to an efficient implementation: the closure information is kept as attributes in the 
abstract syntax, which is destructively updated. 
5. I. Semantic domains and functions 
We assume given the following injective functions from syntactic to semantic 
domains: 
2’ : Label + Label, 
9 : ProcedureName +Label, 
T : Variable --, Variable. 
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3’ and Y are just for “purity”. !Y associates a procedure name with the label of the 
procedure’s body expression: when analysing a procedure call, this gives access to 
information about the procedure body. The semantic domains are defined by 
Index={1,2,...}, 
& Label, 
v E Variable = Label x Index. 
Formal parameters to a procedure P are identified as (( i j, (4 2), etc.. where 
+$‘= g[P]. The formal parameters of a lambda expression with body expression with 
label L will be identified as (4 l), (& 2), etc., where 4’= SQL]. These identifications 
are unique as they do not conflict with formal procedure parameter labels. The 
formal parameter V of a let-expression is identified by some arbitrary unique value 
Y in the domain Variable. 
During standard evaluation, a lambda expression operationally evaluates to a 
closure. A closure may, depending on the implementation, for instance be an 
expression/environment pair or a pair containing the lambda expression and a list 
of values for its free variables. An abstract closure abstracts away the environment 
(alternatively the list of values for the free variables), thus only keeping the lambda 
expression itself. Abstract closures thus only depend on program text, not on values; 
the closure analysis works only on the program text. 
In the closure analysis, we identify an abstract closure-a lambda expression-by 
a label. Fur technical conveniency, we use the label of the lambda expression’s body 
rather than the label of the lambda expression itself. 
The closure analysis computes two mappings, p,/ and per, the first one binding 
labels and the second one binding variables. The codomain of both mappings is 
the powerset of abstract closures (with the usual subset inclusion ordering). For 
every expression, pcl thus abstracts the set of closures that the expression may 
possibly evaluate to (during any possible standard program execution); for every 
variable, ~~1 abstracts the set of closures that the variable may possibly be bound to: 
AbsClosure = Label, 
acs E AbsClSet = @( AbsClosure), 
p,/ E ClMap = Label + AbsClSet, 
pea E ClEnv = Variabie + AbsClSet. 
Maps and environments art= updated by corresponding monotonic update functions. 
Map updating is performed by the function upd: 
upd : Label + AbsC&et -, ClMap + ClMap, 
upd km P,I = /&.I Ll [e - acs]l,-I,,, . 
Environment updating has functionality 
Variable + AbsClSet + ClEnv + ClEnv 
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and is defined in a similar way. F or readability, we uniformly refer to all updating 
functions simply as UJK!; the functionality is clear from thv context. The least upper 
bound on abstract closure bL --ts (from the domain AbsCfSet) is set union. The least 
upper bounds on functions and Cartesian products are defined pointwise: 
Finally, we use a function for getting the arity of the lambda expression identified 
by an abstract closure: 
arity : AbsClosure + (0, 1,2, . . .}. 
5.2. The analysis 
The closure analysis rules are given in Fig. 6. Given a set of procedure definitions 
PD’, the function Cl computes the two mappings pCl and pCr. The mappings are 
computed as simultaneous fixed points. Initially, all labels and all variables are 
mapped onto the empty abstract closure set (since the input to a program is first 
order and thus contains no closures). 
Expiicit quantification of indices is avoided when clear from the context; primitive 
operators and procedures may be nullary in which case the index i ranges over the 
empty set. 
The rules for constants, variables, conditionals, and let-expressions are straight- 
forward. For primitive operations (0 . . . ), note that a closure occurring in an 
argument may possibly be returned, but no new closure may be introduced. For 
procedure calls (P . . . ) , a closure returned by the procedure body may be returned; 
care must be taken to account for the influence on the formal parameters of the 
procedure. Both for primitive operations and for procedure calls, it is taken into 
account that n may be 0 (therefore the term “(p,,, p,,)U l l 0” in Fig. 6). Lambda 
abstractions are the “sources” of closures; note that (as mentioned earlier) an 
abstract closure is identified by the label of the lambda expression’s body. 
The rule for applications is the most complex one. First, the set acs of lambda 
abstractions that E0 may evaluate to is found. Then p,/ is updated: the application 
(E) may evaluate to a closure which is the result of evaluating the bsdy of any of 
the lambda abstractions in the set acs. Lambda abstractions are identified by the 
body labels, so pi., is simply applied to the elements (al) in acs. Finally, pCl is 
updated: E influences the formal parameters of all lambda abstractions which Eo 
may evaluate to. The ith parameter is influenced by Ei. 
5.3. Finiteness 
For any given program, there is a finite number of abstract closure sets. The 
mappings ~~1 and pCt have finite domains (the set of labels and the set of variables 
are both finite) and they are updated monotonically; hence they can only be updated 
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cl : Definition+ + c/Ar;~p X CJt!?Ilt* 
Cl[(define (...I LIEI) . . . (define (... > L,E,)] = fix-(A(/&,, p,,) . ~ic~~~&~~wci) 
cl:LabeledExpression --5 C’:.%p + ~lEnv + CNap x ClEnv 
c;[L Ej/,+,&, = 
let l = fZ[L] in 
case [El of 
[c] : (upd c {) lkl, l)cd 
[[V] : (UPd e pci( Yl[V]) /lcl~ /1c1) 
[<if LlEl L2E2 Wd] : let (P:,, pi,) = UicluLiEi]krpc, in 
~~~01 2 (d,w2n) u d,w3n)) 14, ~3 
[(let ((V LIEd) L2Ed] : let (&pi,) = Uzc&;E,]pc,pc, in 
(UPS p d,(m2n) dir rl~~d wn ~wuLd) P:,) 
u<O LIEl . . . L&J] : kt (&P:~) = hr PHI) 1~ Ud~LiEi]Wkl irZ 
cud E oh:mm 14,~ P:,) 
u(P LIEl . . . L,EJn : id (&. r:J = hr r-c~) u Uj~@i~i]~~clpcl in 
(ud P d,mpn) PL d, u Ui(wd VWl~ i) P:,(cULiD>) ~3 
[<lambda (VI . . . V,,) LlEl)] : kt (f&p:,) = c@~Ellj~~&, in 
(vd E WULllH IC,. P’,,) 
[(LoEo LlEl . . . L,E,)j : let (I[‘,,, p:,) = lJ,cJILiEi]pctpc, in 
let acs = (C’ 1 I ’ E iL:,(L:uLon) A arity(C’) = 71) in 
bpd C Ll~~~acad~W & I& IA Ui>l,t~Eacs(~lpd V’, i) &(4M) &j) 
end 
Fig. 6. closure analysis. 
a finite number of times. Fixed point iteration will therefore stabilize after a finite 
number of iterations. 
5.4. Application to the A-interpreter 
We end the description of the closure analysis by showing what it gives when 
applied to the A -interpreter. 
The lambda abstractions are referred to by a number (O-5), the application points 
by a letter (g-m); see the comments in the interpreter text. Each use of upd is macro 
expanded into an expression containing a lambda abstraction ( Lambda (Vl ) . . . ) 
and an application ( r Vl ) . k identifies the application of f to ( fix f 1, 1 the 
application of ( f ( fix f ) ) to x. The closure analysis gives the following possible 
abstractions at the application points: 
g,h,i:O,1,5 j:2 k:4 m:3. 
We see that at environment application points, g, h, and i, the environment 
abstractions 0, 1, and 5 (but not abstraction 3!) are the (only) possibilities. Abstrac- 
tion 2, which implements lambda abstraction in the interpreted language, is the 
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only one which may be applied at application point j that implements application 
in the interpreted ianguage. The only ciosure values that the functional f may be 
bound to at point k are the ones coming from abstraction 4 that defines environments 
recursively. Finally, an “unrolled” recursive environment at point m can only come 
from abstraction 3. 
6. Representing higher order values 
When partia!!y evaluating first order languages, values are first order and can be 
represeni& by fhzmseives. When partially evaluating a higher order language, a 
problem arises: how should we represent higher order values at program speciaiiz- 
ation time? 
A first proposal would be simply to represent a higher order value by a higher 
order value, thus in effect relying on the Scheme implementation’s internal rep- 
resentation. This would suffice if the partial evaluator did not specialize procedure 
calls. However, because of specialization, we need to compare higher order values 
for intensional equality. This is necessary when testing whether a procedure has 
been specialized with respect to the same values before-and some values may be 
higher order. 
We therefore represent a higher order value explicitly by a pe-closure. A pe-closure 
is a data structure containing an identification of the lambda expression and values 
for its free varmbles. This representation corresponds to closures used in implementa- 
tions (mentioned in Section 5.1), but in pe-closures the values of the free variables 
are pe-ualues. A pe-value is either a static (first order) value, a residual expression, 
or a pe-closure. Static (free) variables are bound to static values, dynamic variables 
to residual expressions, and other variables are bound to pe-closures. Notice that 
it is possible to build nested pe-closures. A pe-closures is a partiall_v static structure 
[28]: its structure (spine) is available at program specialization time and it contains 
static as well as dynamic leaves. 
Two pe-values are considered equal if both (1) their lambda expression iden- 
tifications are equal, and (2) the pe-values of all free variables bound to static (first 
order) values or pe-closures are equal. This identifies many (but not all) higher 
order values which are functionally equal. 
When specializing a procedure call with respect to a pe-closure value, each 
dynamic leaf of the (possibly nested) pe-closure becomes an argument o the residual 
procedure call. This achieves aritv raising [32, 271 when specializing interpreters 
that represent environments as functions. 
7. Higher order binding time analysis 
This section describes the higher order binding time analysis that assigns a binding 
time value to every varisb!e and every expression in a program. The analysis uses 
the information collected in closure analysis. 
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7.1. The bhding time lattice 
The binding time lattice has four values. It is an extension of the classical twa 
point binding time lattice; the two new values are Cl and _I_: 
b E BTYalue = ((-1, S, Cl, D}, E). 
The partial ordering is given by 
D 
S approximates ordinary first order static values (constants), Cl approximates 
pe-closure values, and D approximates dynamic residual code expressions. The 
value _!_ is needed because S and Cl are incomparable. 1 is the initial value before 
binding time analysis; if the binding time value of an expression remains I after 
the binding time analysis, that expression is either unreachable or always non- 
terminating. 
7.2. Residual code contexts 
Sometimes ta5c values occur in residual code contexts during program specialization. 
A residual code context is one in which the value must be ZijIed into residual code 
(note: this is a different use of the word “lifting” than in Section 3). Let us for 
instance consider specialization of the expression (cons x y ) where x is static and 
y dynamic. During program specialization, x may be bound to, say, the value ( 1.2 ) 
and y to the residual expression ( cdr z-27). The result of specializing ( cons x y ) 
will then be the residual expression (cons (quote ( 1.2) ) (cdr z-27) ). Notice 
how the static value (1 .2) has been lifted into the residual expression (quote 
(1.2)). 
We take the “orthodox” view on binding times: if a variable has binding time 
value D, it will always be bound to a residual expression at program specialization 
time. Similarly, the value of any expression with binding time tag D will always be 
a residual expression. The advantage of this approach is that tags on values are 
avoided during program specialization: the binding time information uniquely 
determines which kind of pe-value a variable is bound to/an expression eva.luates 
to. The disadvantage is that some possible reductions are not performed; some of 
these are, however, performed in postprocessing. 
There are three kinds of residual code contexts that cause values to be lifted. 
(1) If a value is the result of specializing an expression E with binding time tag 
D, then this value occurs in a residual code context since the result of specializing 
E is a residual expression. 
(2) If a value is an argument to a compound expression which is not reduced 
during program specialization, then it sometimes rlccurs in a residual code copltext. 
This was exemplified by the (cons x y j example above and is detailed below. 
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(3) If a value is the result of specializing the body of the program’s goal procedure, 
then it occurs in a residual code context. Residual code is always produced for the 
body of the goal prticedure, even if all inputs to the partial evahtator are static (the 
goal procedure is therefore a special case). 
An argument to a compotid expression which is not reduced during program 
specialization is not always a residL!al cqde context: procedure calls are an exception. 
When calls are not reduced (unfolded), they are specialized with respect to the 
non-dynamic parameter values (static first order values and pe-closures). Residual 
code is thus not generated for the non-dynamic parameter values which consequently 
are not lifted into residual code. 
7.3. Annotating lambda expressions 
Lifting pe-closures into residual lambda expressions “on-line” durin 
specialization when a pe-closure occurs in a residual code context is relatively 
complex: possibly nested pe-closures need to be traversed. Furthermore, on-line 
lifting results in duplicated code if the same pe-c!osure is lifted more than once. 
We therefore use a different approach: when specializing a lambda expression 
( lambda (Vi. . .V,, ) E) whose (pe-)value may possibly later be used in a residual 
code context, we immediately generate a residual lambda expression (lambda 
(v,. . .V, ) R-E) (cf. also Section 3.2). Notice that the parameters (V1. . . V,, ) then 
become dynamic since :IO beta reduction takes place. 
Only when specializing a lambda expression whose value will decfinirezy not be 
used in a residual code context do we generate a pe-closure. An application (E . . . ) 
is then reducible if and only if E is guaranteed to evaluate to a pe-closure. 
Detecting possible residual code contexts can be done already in binding time 
analysis, so lambda expression; will be annotated here, either with binding time 
tag Cl or binding time tag D. During program specialization, Cl-annotated lambda 
expressions are then specialized to pe-closures and D-annotated lambda expressions 
are specialized to residual lambda expressions. In binding time analysis, lambda 
expressions will initially optimistically get binding time tag Cl. The binding time 
analysis will then raise annotations of lambda expressions from Cl to D when 
necessary. When raising the annotation of a lambda expression, its formal parameters 
must also be raised (since they become dynamic). 
The mapping pcI computed in closure analysis is used to find the lambda 
expressions whose pe-values (pe-closures) may possibly occur in a given residual 
code context. Raising is necessary for the three kinds of residual code contexts 
described above (Section 7.2). Some optimization is possible for the context kind 
(2). An analysis shows that no explicit raising is necessary for arguments to the 
following compound expressions forms: conditionals, let-expressions, and primitive 
operations. 
The reason is that these raisings are “covered” by the raising done for an expression 
with binding time tag D (residual code contewt kind (1)). To see this, we first note 
that conditionals are not reduced in case of a dynamic test and that let-expressions 
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are possibly not reduced in case of a dynamic actual parameter expression. The 
point now is that if any other argument expression, which gets “caught” in a residual 
code context (conditionals: the “then” and “else” branches; let-expressions: the 
body; primitive operations: any argument expression), may return a higher order 
value abstracted by some abstract closure, then the closure analysis assumes that 
whole compound expression may return a higher order value abstracted by the same 
abstract closure. ence, the occurrence of the argument in a residual code context 
is “captured” by the raising done for the whole compound expression (which has 
binding time value D). 
One might think of introducing a binding time value S-ov-Cl lying above S and 
Cl, but below D. This would make sense since Scheme is dynamically typed. 
Introducing S-OPCI would give additional precision in the description, but the 
program specializer would be burdened: any value of the S-OFCI type would need 
to be ragged since the binding time tag would no longer uniquely determine the 
kind of pe-value. This is avoided by letting SU Cl = D. 
7.4. Domains and functions 
The binding time analysis computes two mappings: i 
p,,, E BTMap = Label + BTValue, 
p,,, E BTEnv = Variable + BTValue. 
These are dual to the closure mappings pu,./ and pUr, and they are updated in a similar 
way. 
The closure analysis identifies an abstract closure by the label of the body of the 
lambda expression. The binding time value of a lambda abstraction will be assigned 
to the label of the lambda expression itself (the body has its own binding time 
value), so we introduce the function e2f: 
[2t? Label + Label. 
Given the label of the body of a lambda expression, e2e returns the label of the 
lambda expression itself. 
Given the label of an expression, raise is the function that raises the annotations 
of the set of lambda expressions, which that expression may return: 
raise : Label + BTMap + BTEnv+ BTMap x BTEnv, 
raise epbr phr = 
let acs = j..kCS,( e) 
upde2eco D h,, u (upd V”, i) D PI,,) U(I.Q,,, PA 
IC {I . ..ctrirv(~‘b/ 
Note that the formal parameters of the lambda expressions are also raised (ph, is 
updated). 
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The binding time value of an expression (0 LIEI. . . L,,E, ) is typically u,. (“the 
binding time value Of LiEi”). It is possible for the user to define a more conservative 
binding time function for primitive operations than the one above. This is for 
instance useful for generalizing [36], i.e. forcing a value to become dynamic (some- 
times needed for ensuring termination of program specialization). The binding time 
value of a primitive application is therefore defined via a function 6: 
6 : OperatorName + BTValue* + BTValue. 
In practice, a binding time function is user defined for each primitive [7]. 
7.5. The analysis 
The binding time analysis rules are given in Fig. 7. Given a set of procedure 
definitions, a label identifying the body of the goal procedure, and an initial binding 
time description pEpr” , the program is binding time analysed by propagating binding 
time values through the program. 
Treating primitive operations working on higher order structures (such as Scheme’s 
procedure?) introduces complications since the program specializer represents 
higher order values as pe-closures, not as Scheme procedure values. By least upper 
bounding the arguments with S, any primitive operation on a higher order value 
becomes dynamic whereby the problem is avoided (since no reduction takes place 
at program specialization time). 
The applications of raise have been superscripted; the numbers refer to the three 
kinds of residual code contexts (Section 7.2) that cause lambda annotations to be 
raised (Section 7.3). 
7.6. Finiteness 
There is a finite number of binding time values. The mappings p,,, and ph, have 
finite domitins (the set of labels and the set of variables are both finite) and they 
are updated monotonically; hence they can only be updated a finite number of 
times. Fixed point iteration will therefore stabilize after a finite number of iterations. 
7.7. Application to the A-interpreter 
When applied to the A-interpreter with static program input and dynamic data 
input, the binding time analysis correctly annotates the lambda abstractions for 
environment processing, 0, 1,3,4, and 5, as (beta) reducible. Dually, the applications 
g, h, i, k, and m, become reducible: the expression to be applied in all cases gets 
binding time value Cl. The lambda expression 2 and the application j become 
residual. 
The formal parameters to the lambda expressions 0, 1, 3, and 5 are all static 
(abstracted by S). The parameter of abstraction 4 is a pe-closure (abstracted by Cl ), 
but this is only what one could expect: the parameter is an environment. Finally, 
the parameter of abstraction 2 is dynamic (abstracted by D). 
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BT: Definition+ 3 Iabel --* BTEnv + BTMap x BTEnv 
BT[(define (...I LtEl) . . . (define (...I L,E,)] = 
fix(X(pbt, pb:’ a (pL?t, /$$) u Uibt[LiEiJPb@bt) 
where (pi?, pk_!) 
iflPUl 
= rake3 &%?I -kbfap p& 
bt : LabeledExpression * BTMap * BTEnv + BTMap x BTEnv 
b@ E]Pbd’bt = 
iv] : (wd e pbt(vj[v]) /‘bl, t’bd 
u(if LIEl L2E2 L3E3)j : 
let (&,&,) = Uib@iEi]pbtpbt in let bi = &(c(ILi]) in 
bpd e (bl = D -+ D 0 bz LJ b3) pit, P:J 
[(let uv ~~4)) L2E2)n: 
let (&, &) = Uibt[LiEi]~btPbt in let bi = /&(c[Li]) in 
(uPd t (bl = D -+ D 0 bz) &, uPd v[vD h I&) 
[<O LlEl . . . L,E,,)] : 
let (&, p&j = (j&t, Pbt) U Uibt[LiEihdh in let bi = &(C[Li]) in 
(wd e (S u Wll[h, v.. bnl) &, I&) 
[<P LIEI . . . L,E,J] : 
Fig. 7. Higher order binding time analysis. 
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8. Results 
In this section we use Similix-2 to specialize the direct style A-interpreter and 
three other A-interpreters: one written in continuation passing style and two 
implementing call-by-name semantics. All these examples were produced by Similix- 
2 without manual assistance, except some renaming of target program procedure 
names to increase readability. 
8.1. Direct style 
Specializing the A-interpreter with respect to the factorial A-program yields the 
Scheme target program given in Fig. 8. run-0 is the name of the goal procedure in 
the target program, i.e., run-0 computes the factorial function. We observe that the 
interpretation level has almost been completely removed: the interpreter’s syntax 
analysis and environment operations have been performed. Only run time operations 
are left, with a small overhead due to the ext encodings. When computing factorial 
of 10, it is around 13 times faster to run the target program than to interpret the 
source program (see section 9 on performance). 
(loadt "scheme.adt") 
(loadt "lam-int adt") . 
(define'crun-0 w-0) (C-E-1 w-0) w_O)) 
(define C-E-1 r-0) 
(lambda (w-1) 
(if (ext '= w-1 0) 
;ext '* w-1 (C-E-1 r-0) (ext '- w-1 1) 
Fig. 8. Factorial target program, generated from direct style .I-interpreter. 
Recursion is expressed by the procedure -E-l. The redundant variable r-0 
corresponds to the input variable in the source program: it is not actually referred 
to inside the recursive body of the letrec, but it is accessible, and this is reflected 
in the target program. The variable w-1 corresponds to x in the source program. 
Notice that the target program is in arity raised from (cf. Section 6): each source 
program variable (input, x) is represented by its own target program variable 
(r-0, w-l). 
The target program can be generated either by directly specializing the A- 
interpreter with respect to the factorial program or by first generating a 
stand-alone compiler (using self-application) and then applying it to the factorial 
program. 
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8.2. Continuation passing style 
The interpreter below (Fig. 9) can be derived from a continuation semantics for 
A. Continuations are strict and map values into values. 
Binding time analysis (with static program and dynamic data input) classifies the 
environments reducible (Cl). The lambda expression (lambda (wl cl) . . . ) is 
cIass%ed residual (just as the corresponding lambda expression in the direct style 
interpreter was), and therefore the formal parameter continuation cl also becomes 
(loadt “scheme. a&“) 
(loadt "lam-int . adt”) 
(load “lam-aux I sim”) 
(extend-syntax (eta-convert) ((eta-convert cl (lambda (w) (c a) )> > 
(extend-syntax (c-id) ((c-id) (lambda (w) 1))) 
(define (run E w (,E E (IaEbda (V) w) (c-id)) 1) 
(define (,E E r c) 
(cond 
((iscst? E) 
(c (cst-C E))) 
( (isllar? E) 
(c (r (var-V E)))) 
( (isBinop? E) 
(_E (binop-El E) 
r 
(lambda (WI) 
(_E (binop-E2 E> r (lambda (~2) (c (ext (binop-B E) WI w2) I))> )> 
((isff? E) 
(,E (if-El E) 
r 
(lambda (WI> (if wl (_E (if-E2 E) T c> (_E (if-E3 E) r c))))) 
((isLambda? E) 
(c (lambda (al cl) 
(_E (lambda-E E) (upd (lambda-v E) al r) (eta-convert cl))))) 
((isLetrec? E) 
(_E (letrec-E2 E) 
(fix (lambda (rl) 
(upd (letrec-V E) (,E (letrec-El E) rl (c-id)) I-))) 
c>> 
((isApply? E) 
(,E (apply-El E) 
r 
(lambda (~1) 
(else 
C-E (apply-E% E) r (lambda (~2) (WI w2 (eta-convert c))))))) 
(error J ,E “unknown form* . -1s” E)))) 
(define (fix f> (lambda (x1 ((f (fix f)) xl)) 
Fig. 9. Continuation passing style .14nterpreter. 
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residual (0). The eta-conversions are inserted to make the binding time analysis 
classify -E’s continuation parameter c reducible rather than residual. This implies 
that the program specializer will beta reduce continuation applications, thus giving 
better, more reduced target programs. 
The target program in Fig. 10 is generated when specializing the interpreter with 
respect to the factorial program. The target program is written in continuation 
passing style since the interpreter was. 
(loadt “scheme. adt”! 
(loadt "lam-int . adt”) 
(define (run-0 w-O)_ ((-E-l w-0) w-0 (lambda (w-2) w-2))) 
(define c-E-1 r-0‘) 
(lambda (~1-1 cl-21 
(if (ext ‘= wl_l 0) 
(cl-2 1) 
ii,&1 r-0) (ext ‘- ~1-1 1) 
(lambda (w-4) (cl-2 (ext ‘* ~1-1 w-4))))))) 
Fig. IO. Continuation passing style factorial target program, 
Similix-2’s ability to handle continuation passing style programs is important to 
many applications. Using continuations, it is well-known that it is straightforward 
to express functions that return multiple results. And, essential to partial evaluation, 
these results may have different binding times which do not intermingled bi the 
binding time analysis (as they would if they were “cons’ed” together in a single 
result). 
8.3. Call-by-name 
The third interpreter (Fig. 11) is a variant of the direct style one, but it implements 
call-by-name semantics rather than call-by-value. Call-by-name evaluation is 
achieved by suspending the evaluation of arguments to applications. Instead of 
keeping values in environments, we thus now keep suspensions of the form (lambda 
( ) . . . ). Note that primitive operations are still call-by-value; tinly applications of 
lambda abstractions are call-by-name. 
The following program (Fig. 12) produces a list of the first II even numbers. The 
function evens- from produces an infinite list of even numbers sfdrting from a given 
number. Since lazy-cons is a lambda expression, the evaluation of its arguments 
is suspended and therefore calls to evens-from do not loop. Using a caii-by-value 
interpreter, any call to even, .f rom would loop. The .I -language has no let- 
expressions and only unary lambda expressions, so the program looks somewhat 
clumsy. 
Specializing the call-by-name interpreter with respect o the even number program 
yields a target program in which syntax analysis and environment operations have 
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(loadt "schems.adt") 
(loadt "lam-int. adt”) 
(load “lam-aux. sim”) 
(extend-syntax (my-delay) ((my-delay a) (lambda 0 WI)) 
(extend-syntax (my-force) ((my-force w-delayed) (w-delayed))) 
(define (run E w) (_E E (lambda (V) (my-delay w)))) 
(define (,E E r> 
(cond 
((iscst? E) 
(cst-C E)) 
((isVar? E) 
(my-force (r (var-V E)))) 
((isBinop? E) 
text (binop-8 E) (,E (b inop-El E) r) (,E (binop-EZ E) r))) 
<(isIf? E) 
(if (,E (if-El E) r) 
(,E (if-E2 E) r) 
(,E (if-E3 E) r))) 
((isLambda? E) 
(lambda (w) (,E <lambda-E J(upd (lambda-v E) w r)))) 
((isLetrec? E) 
(,E (letrec-E2 E) 
(fix (lambda (rl) 
(upd (l%mwV El (my-delay (_E (letrec-El E) ri>> r))))) 
((isApply? E) 
(C-E (apply-El E) r) (my-delay (,E (apply-E2 E) r)))) 
(else 
(error ',E "unknown form: -sll E)))) 
(define (fix f) (lambda (x1 ((f (fix f>> x>>> 
Fig. Il. Call-by-name .I -interpreter. 
((lambda lazy-cons 
((lambda lazy-car 
((lambda lazy-cdr 
(letrec first-n 
(lambda n (lambda 1 
(if (= n 0) 
‘0 
(cons (lazy-car 1) ((first-n (- n 1)) (lazy-cdr 1))3))) 
(letrec evens-from 
(lambda n ((lazy-cons n> (evens-from (+ n 21111 
((first-n input) (evens-from 0))))) ; main 
(lambda x (x (lambda a (lambda d d)))))) 
(lambda x (x (lambda a (lambda d a)))))) 
(lambda x (lambda y (lambda z ((z xj y))))) 
- 
Fig. 12. Even number program written in call-by-name .1. 
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all been performed. The program contains many suspensions and is rather hard to 
read (we do not include it here). Tt is, however, quite efficient: running the target 
program is around 24 times faster than irterpreting. 
This example nicely shows the effect of partial evaluation: Scheme is call-by-value, 
so to achieve call-by-name evaluation, one would need to insert suspensions 
everywhere by hand. This is complex, so instead one can write an interpreter for a 
call-by-name language. However, running the interpreter gives a significant interpre- 
tation overhead. But using partial evaluation, programs in the call-by-name language 
are compiled into efficient Scheme code (which is eventually itself compiled). 
8.4. Lazy evaluation-call-by-need 
The call-by-name interpreter implements call-by-name evaluation: an argument 
to an application is evaluated each time it is referred to. Lazy functional programming 
languages such as Lazy ML (see for instance [30]) use call-by-need evaluation: an 
argument is only evaluated the first time it is referred to. Is it possible to rewrite 
the call-by-name interpreter to implement call-by-need evaluation? 
This is in fact rather simple to do by changing the definition of my-delay into 
(extend-syntax (my-delay) ((my-delay w) (save bmtxla ( ) w)))) 
where save is a primitive operation implemented in Scheme as follows 1141: 
(lambda (suspension) 
(let ( (thmk suspension) ) 
bmbda (1 
(let (hthmW) 
(set! thunk(lambda ()w)) 
w)))) 
The first time the saved lambda expression is applied (by my-force), the lambda 
expression is effectively overwritten by a new lambda expression (lambda ( ) w ). 
Here w is the value E evaluates to. This achieves lazy evaluation: all subsequent 
“forces” will apply the suspension ( lambda ( ) w) rather than ( lambda ( ) E), so 
E is evaluated at most once. 
The save primitive involves side effects on the local variable thunk; Similix does 
not in general guarantee to handle such a primitive in a semantically correct way. 
It turns out, however, that save k actually handled correctly (see [3] for details), 
and therefore we can safely specialize the call-by-need interpreter. 
Specializing the call-by-need interpreter with respect to the “evens” program 
yields an efficient target program (running the target program is around 11 times 
faster than interpreting with the lazy interpreter). Stand-alone compilers are also 
generated with speedups comparable to those obtained for the other interpreters. 
As one would expect, using call-by-need is much faster than call-by-name. This can 
be seen by comparing the run times in the tables given in Section 9. 
In [33, a lazy curried named combinator language is compiled into Scheme by 
specializing an interpreter that uses save to implement laziness. 
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9. Performance 
This section contains some benchmarks for Similix-2. Tables 1-S below show the 
speedups achieved by partial evaluation. Each table has three columns. The first 
column describes the computation (job), the second one contains the run time, and 
the third one the speedup. 
For simplicity, we identify programs with the functions they compute. Following 
the tradition, the program specializer is referred to as mix, the compiler generator 
as cogen. Binding time annotated (preprocessed) programs have the superscript ann. 
The run time figures are in CPU seconds with one or two decimals; they exclude 
time for garbage collection (typically 0 to 10% addit!onal time, but in the worst 
case, cogen = cogen ( mix”“” ), more than lOO%), but include postprocessing. The 
speedup ratios have been computed using more decimals than the ones given here. 
In some cases, the run time has been computed by performing 10 successive runs 
and then dividing. For the direct and continuation style exar IpIes, the source 
A-program is the factorial program; the figures are for 100 computations of factorial 
of 10. For the call-by-name and call-by-need examples, the even number program 
is used; the figures are for 10 computations of “evens” of 20. The system is 
implemented in Chez Scheme [ 141 version 2.0.3, and the figures are for a Sun 3/ 160. 
Table 1 shows that running the factorial target program is around 13 times faster 
than interpreting the factorial source program. Compiling by the stand-alone com- 
piler is 6 times faster than by specializing the interpreter; this shows that the partial 
evaluator really is effectively self-applicable. Finally, generating the compiler by the 
compiler generator cogen is 4 times faster than by specializing mix. Tables 2,3 and 
Table 1 
Similix-2 performance, direct style .t -interpreter example 
Table 2 
Slmilix-2 performance, continuation passing style .I-interpreter example 
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Table 3 
Similix-2 performance, call-by-name ,1 -inte! ?reter example 
4 are similar. Table 5 shows that generating cogen by running cogen is 3 times faster 
than by specializing mix. 
Here are some additional figures: it takes 2-4 seconds to preprocess one A- 
interpreter (includes closure ad binding time analyses); preprocessing mix takes 
around 37 seconds. The size of mix is 2.3 K cells (measured as the number of “cons” 
cells needed to represent the program as a list), cogen 17.2 K cells, the interpreters 
0.18 K-O.26 K cells, and the compilers 1.3 K-4.3 K cells. For mix, this gives an 
expansion factor of 7.4 (1?.2/2.3), for the interpreters it gives factors in the range 
7.3- 16.6. 
The figures all in all compare well to similar published benchmarks for first order 
languages [23, 7, lo], and also to those of Lambda-mix [17]. 
10. Currying 
It was mentioned earlier (Section 4.2) that uncurrying functions sometimes gives 
better specialization. If a curried expression is always applied to all its arguments 
Table 4 
Similix-2 performance, call-by-name .I-interpreter example 
1 time/s] speedup 
Table 5 
Similix-2 performance, compiler gtnerator example 
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simultaneously, then it is beneficial to use an uncurried version. In the uncurried 
version, the binding time values of the parameters do not influence each other. 
Uncurrying thus prevents a possible loss of static information. 
When binding time analysing a curried expression such as E = 
(lambda (x1 (lamtaaa (y) i+ (+yy) x)H 
the binding time analysis might annotate x dynamic and y static. That is, a dynamic 
argument is supplied before a static argument. During program specialization, an 
application of E like ( (E %ode”) 3) could be beta reduced to the residual code 
piece ( + 6 “code” ) . 
However, to avoid duplicating or discarding computations, let-expressions are 
inserted for al? formal lambda expression parameters in source programs before 
preprocessing [7, 41. The expression which is actually binding time analysed is 
therefore not E, but the semantically equivalent. 
(lambda(x) (let ((xx)j bmbda (37) (let HYYH (+ (+yyhd)))) 
The outer let-expression ( let ( (x x) ) . . . ) ensures that x is not discarded, even 
if the the body of (lambda (x) . . . ) is never applied. 
Now, since x is dynamic, the result of the body of the outer lambda expression 
becomes dynamic. The (value of the) inner lambda expression is a possible result 
of evaluating this body, and therefore the inner lambda expression becomes 
annotated residual (D). Hence, its parameter y becomes dynamic whereby static 
information is lost. It thus cannot happen that dynamic arguments are supplied 
before static arguments. This confirms the intuition in [29]: “early bindings before 
late bindings”. 
11. Related work 
11.1. Lambda-mix 
The first autoprojector for a higher order functional language is (to our knowledge) 
Lambda-mix [17,211. Lambda-mix treats the untyped call-by-value lambda calculus 
with an explicit f&d point operator fix. The system is surprisingly simple and 
easy to understand; even the generated compilers are small and readable (which is 
quite uncommon for compilers generated by autoprojectors!). Lambda-mix’s treat- 
ment of recursion is, however, quite limited; as a consequence, many interesting 
programs cannot be specialized well by Lambda-mix. 
The problem is that Lambda-mix does not generate named specialized program 
points. In Similix, code for the same specialized version f oo-x of foe is only 
generated once. The specia!ized procedure f oo-x may be referred to by its name 
(foe-x), also recursively. This is the (only) way recursive code appears in residual 
programs. 
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Lambda-mix does not generate named residual program points and therefore 
cannot generate residual recursive code in this way. In fact, the only way Lambda-mix 
can produce a residual loop is by leaving a fix residual. But when Lambda-mix 
suspends the fix-operation in an expression fix Af .hx.E, the variable x becomes 
dynamic. 
This implies that Lambda-mix cannot handle non-inductive static parameters to 
recursive functions properly (a parameter is inductive if it becomes smaller for each 
recursion, according to some well-founded ordering). If fix is unfolded, unfolding 
will not terminate since the parameter is not inductive. But if fix is suspended, the 
parameter (x above) becomes dynamic and thus cannot be processed at program 
specialization time. 
Non-inductive parameters are often used in practice, for instance when using 
partial evaluation to generate string pattern matchers as described in [13]. The 
A -interpreters’ recursive environments are another example: these are partially static 
structures which are not inductive either; if Lambda-mix were used to specialize 
these interpreters, environments would have to be considered dynamic to make 
program specialization terminate. 
An interesting aspect of Lambda-mix is its new type inference based binding time 
analysis [ 181. The analysis differs from Nielson and Nielson’s in that it handles the 
untyped lambda calculus and thus also treats untyped programs. Contrasting to 
Nielson and Nielson’s analysis, it has only one dynamic type called “Code”. A 
closer study of the relation between Gomard’s type inference based analysis and 
our abstract interpretation based one is currently being performed [I]. 
11.2 Schism 
In [l l] a higher order ‘crbstract interpretation based binding time analysis is 
presented. Thts analysis does not perform a separate closure analysis before the 
binding time analysis, but instead it integrates the two. The analysis is used in a 
higher order extension of the partial evaluator Schim [lo]. This extended version 
of Schism handles both partially static structures [28] and higher order constructs. 
12. Conclusion 
We have presented an approach to treat a higher order subset of Scheme in 
autoprojection. We have implemented the ideas ty extending Similix-1. To our 
knowledge, our system is the first fully automated and implemented autoprojector 
for a higher order language. We have presented a binding time analysis based on 
a closure analysis. The binding time lattice is finite and no structured binding time 
values are needed. 
We have shown examples of interpreters from which target programs and stand- 
alone compilers were generated. Because the language is higher order, we are able 
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to treat continuation passing style interpreters and interpreters that use suspensions 
to implement call-by-name and call-by-need reduction. 
One problem is that the binding time analysis is monouariant, i.e., it only generates 
one binding time annotated version of each procedure. If a procedure is called with 
different binding time patterns, the least upper bound is taken. This gives a possible 
loss of static information at program specialization time. It is not clear how to 
extend the closure analysis based binding time analysis to a polyvariant one. 
For future work, the system should be applied to larger and more realistic 
examples. One application is described in [24]: here Similix-2 is used to generate 
a compiler for a large lazy functional language. 
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